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***** Print on Demand *****.The modern concept and study of civilization have their roots, not in
western Europe, but in the spirit of scientific investigation associated with a self-conscious
Islamicate civilization. What we call modernity cannot be fathomed without this historical
connection. We owe every major branch of science known today to the broad tradition of
systematic inquiry that belongs to a region of being --as Heidegger would say--whose theoretical,
practical and institutional dimensions the philosophy of that civilization played an unprecedented
role in creating. This book focuses primarily on the philosophical underpinnings of questions
relating to civilization, personhood and identity. Contemporary society and thinking in western
Europe introduced new elements to these questions that have altered how collective and personal
identities are conceived and experienced. In the age of globalization, expressions of identity
(individual, social and cultural) survive precariously outside their former boundaries, just when
humanity faces perhaps its greatest challenges--environmental degradation, policy inertia,
interstate bellicosity, and a growing culture of tribalism. Yet, the world has been globalized for at
least a millennium, a fact dimmed by the threadbare but still widespread belief that modernity...
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It in one of the most popular ebook. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. Its been printed in an extremely basic way in fact it is merely right a er
i finished reading through this book in which really altered me, change the way i believe.
-- Sigrid Brown-- Sigrid Brown

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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